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Abstract 
General purpose centralized whole Web indexes have become increasingly 
harder to set up and maintain with the scaling problem of Web size. In this 
article, we present a novel approach to information indexing and searching 
based on partitioning the Web according to Digital Neighbourhoods 
(DNs). We first introduce the concept of DN and we present four 
definitions which allow for the characterization of indexing and searching 
scopes. We then present the architecture of a DN-based distributed system 
and its characteristics of effective indexing, scalabitity and interoperability. 
Finally we describe the structure of a working prototype and some 
implementation details. 

1. Introduction 

With the growth of the World-Wide Web (Web), the task of locating and retrieving 
relevant information is facing scale problems that tend to increase [Berghel, 1996]. 
Related problems exist in the corporate intranet arena [Strom, 1995], in Digital 
Libraries [Paepcke et al., 1996], and in information gathering digital assistants 
[Balabanovic and Shoham, 1995]. 

A widely used approach to the problem of Web indexing relies on software robots 
[Campbell, 1996] that retrieve and process every Web page they can find, and store 
reference information to their contents in an Index Base (IB). These IBs generally 
offer search services based on keywords and expressions. 

Web size and growth seriously limits this centralized approach [Bell and Semmell, 
1996], and recent proposals have been put forward to deal with scale problems in 
distributed environments [Crowder and Nicholas, 1996], [Fiihr, 1996]. This article 
presents a distributed architecture specifically targeted to the problem of the Web, yet 
keeping a collaboration perspective with other systems through interoperability. It is 
based on the concept of Digital Neighbourhoods (DNs) which allow the definition 
and use of scopes both for information indexing and searching. 

In the next section, we characterize the problem focusing on two questions: indexing 
effectiveness and computational efficiency. Section 3 introduces four definitions to 
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the concept of DN and discusses how they can be used to build systems for effective 
information indexing and searching. In Section 4 we discuss a DN-based distributed 
architecture, and in Section 5 we conclude by describing a working prototype, tests 
and conclusions. 

2. Web Information Indexing and Searching 

The overall structure of today's solutions for Web information search and retrieval 
consists of separate modules for indexing, searching, and retrieval, as illustrated in 
Figure 1. The indexing module collects information about existing Web documents 
and stores this information (i.e., pointers or indexes) in an I]3. The search module 
responds to user requests based on information from the IB, and the retrieval module, 
usually a Web browser, is able to effectively bring user selected documents to the 
client station. 

induing, %___ 

~ - ' ~ 1  Search 

~ ~ ~ 1  Us!r 

Retrieval 

Request 
- -~ Response 

Fig. 1: Overall structure of today' s solutions for 
Web information search and retrieval. 

An IB is generally implemented on a database that runs in one server station 
connected to the Web 1. Thus, IBs operate on a centralized architecture, and therefore 
both indexing and searching services based on IBs are also centralized. Retrieval 
operations take place between the client station and the actual information source, so 
they are not centralized on the IB server. 

Two fundamental factors to Web search solutions are considered in this paper: 
effective indexing and computational efficiency. Indexing effectiveness is related to 
the response quality the system is able to deliver to users, in terms of some relevance 
measure criterion. Computational efficiency concerns processing load and time 
constraints involved in the solution. An overview of these two factors is given below. 

Although more than one server is often used in the large scale Web indexing systems in 
operation, they have limited resource sharing characteristics. So we consider them centralized. 
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2.1. Indexing Effectiveness 

With today's most widely used search engines, some searches often produce 
thousands of results while others produce none. A search session then involves a 
series of user attempts to build more or less restrictive expressions to describe his/her 
interests, according to the results of previous attempts. 

To go around the problem of excessive number of results, some relevance criterion is 
generally used to sort them (e.g., using a count of search keyword incidence in the 
documents). Probabilistic methods have been proposed that produce optimal 
orderings in Information Retrieval systems [Fiihr, 1992], but their computational cost 
is still prohibitive for use in commercial systems [Crestani and van Rijsbergen, 1994]. 

Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques have been used to enhance response 
quality in Web searches [Soderland and Lehnert, 1994]. These techniques take into 
account linguistic information such as syntactic word function in texts, and achieve 
better precision [Frakes, 1992]. 

Three questions are basic in our analysis of indexing effectiveness: 

Document Representation 
During indexing, the system processes documents and stores information 
about them in the IB. This question focuses on how to represent documents 
in order to allow searches that are meaningful to the user. 

Search Representation 
A search session starts with the building of a search request model. This 
question focuses on deciding what elements should constitute a search 
request and how to formalize it for use in searches. 

Relevance Metrics 
Given a search representation, the system should identify in the IB a set of 
pointers to documents considered relevant to the search. This procedure 
needs an associated metric to allow sorting documents by relevance. This 
question focuses on deciding how to compare search models with document 
models to assign relevance measures to search-document pairs. 

We define the effectiveness of indexing systems according to the robustness of their 
document and search representation models, and according to the quality and 
applicability of their relevance metrics. Representation models are more robust the 
more they capture of the intention and semantics of represented objects. About 
relevance metrics, their quality is related to the maximization of recall and precision 
[Frakes, 1992], while their applicability is related to implementation feasibility. 
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2.2. Computational Efficiency 

The essentially centralized approach adopted by most Web search systems available 
today [Mitchell, 1996] limits their performance and scalability. These limitations are 
rooted in the strategies used for building as well as for searching in IBs. A short 
description of each follows. 

Building Indexes 
The task of collecting information about what exists in the Web, as it is 
performed today, consists of a robot retrieving each accessible document and 
processing it locally to extract indexes. This centralized strategy not only 
demands considerable processing power and efficient indexing algorithms, 
but also puts excessive load on network bandwidth. These demands grow 
with Web size, and if they are not sufficiently supplied the price paid is the 
obsolescence of the indexes. 

Storing Indexes 
The indexes are normally stored in a DBMS running on a single server in the 
Web. The volume of information to be indexed is high, and so is the volume 
of indexes to be stored. Maintaining a centralized IB to index the whole 
Web, or a subset of considerable size, demands high processing power and 
storage space. 

Searching in IBs 
The problem of searching in an IB is regarded as a separate item from 
storing in an IB because, in principle, the system should respond to search 
requests from many Web users, which represents a heavier load. If the 
service is open to the public, this means a potentially high number of 
requests, and therefore special attention should be given to searching in 
terms of time efficiency. 

The limitations outlined above impose high computational costs to the centralized 
approach to Web indexing and searching. Considering that the Web is still growing at 
incredible rates, this structure is not adequate to face a scale change in the number of 
servers, users and documents. 

3. Digital Neighbourhoods for Web Indexing and Searching 

This section defines DNs and other derived concepts, and presents them as a basis to 
provide indexing effectiveness. The discussion follows the viewpoint of a centralized 
system and is generalized to the distributed case in Section 4. 

The information stored by indexing systems about a document may be classified into 
two groups: information about the object in which the document is stored 
(metainformation, e.g.: url, date of last update, size in bytes, format), and information 
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extracted from the document contents (e.g.: title, language, pointers to other 
documents, representative words and expressions). 

Assuming a simple document representation scheme, four concepts of Digital 
Distance (DD) are given below, which will allow the definition of Digital 
Neighborhoods (DNs) and Web Views. Indexing and searching scopes may then be 
specified in terms of Web Views. 

Definition 1: DD by Geographic Location (DDGL). 
The DDGL between two documents is the physical distance, in kilometers 
(Km), between the two Web servers where the documents are stored. 

Definition 2: DD by Network Location (DDNL). 
The DDNL between two documents is calculated according to the IP 
(Internet Protocol) addresses of the Web servers where the documents are 
stored a, as given in Table i. IP network classes are defined in [Tanenbaum, 
1992]. 

WEB SERVERS DDNL 

same IP address 
same class C network 
same class B network 
same class A network 
different class A networks 

Table 1: Calculating DDNL's. 

Definition 3: DD by Hypertext Location (DDHTL). 
The DDHTL between two documents is the length of the shortest known 
hypertext path between the two documents in the Web. The DDLHT from 
any document to itself is zero. 

Definition 4: DD by content (DDC). 
The DDC between two documents is calculated according to a function 

fDOC: Doc 2 --> N, where Doe is the set of all Web documents, and N is the set 
of all natural numbers. The DDC between two documents with identical 
contents is zero, and there may be documents with different contents whose 
DDC is also zero, depending on the fDDC function chosen. 

Definition 5: Digital Neighborhood (DN) of type X. 
The DN of type X and radius R around a reference Web document is a space 
in which are included all the Web documents whose DD of type X to the 

2 For instance, the IP address 150.161.2.1 is in the class C network given by the mask 
150.161.2.*, and also in the class B network given by 150.161.*. 
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reference document is less than or equal to R, where X denotes a single type 
of DD (i.e., one of DDGL, DDNL, DDHTL or DDC, just defined). 

Definition 6: Web View. 
A Web View is a composition of DNs optionally filtered by a set of 
restrictions on Web pages. DN compositions are built by using the boolean 
operators AND/OR, and the restrictions on pages apply to the attributes used 
in the document representation scheme. 

As an example, consider the DNs nl and n2 given below. 

nl: type DDC, radius 5, reference document http://somehost/x.html 
n2: type DDGL, radius 200, reference document http://otherhost/y.gif 

The composition "nl AND n2" is a valid Web View, and could be used to define an 
indexing scope or a searching scope with the following restriction semantics: 

Consider all the documents whose contents are similar to the contents of the 
document found in http://somehost/x.html, with DDC < 5, and that are stored 
in servers located at most 200 Km away from otherhost. 

In a practical situation, if the document x.html in nl presents a given bookstore, then a 
search in the scope "ni AND n2" is likely to find bookstores at most 200 Km away 
from the geographical location of otherhost. A global query could be specified by nl 
alone. 

Restrictions such as "only documents updated later than 01.01.96" and "only 
documents written in Spanish" could be added, as stated in Definition 6. The concept 
of physical distance (DDGL) is useful for local/regional scopes, and may be extended 
to deal with more complex shapes than the circle [Star and Estes, 1990] so that more 
meaningful areas such as states and countries can be modeled. Network distance 
(DDNL) also provides support for local scopes, with a different concept of locality, 
and may be adapted to support new versions of the IP protocol addressing scheme. 

The importance of the concept of hypertext distance (DDHTL) is in the use of the 
structure given by authors to Web documents. In hypertext systems, such as the Web, 
this structure constitutes an important way to find related information [Brown, 1988]. 

By defining an indexing scope in terms of a Web View, the user may specify 
characteristics potentially useful for local groups of users, and make it fit the amounts 
of storage space and processing power available for the job. Restricted indexes will 
be easier to keep up to date, faster to search and more likely to satisfy local users. 
Where the local index contents is not enough to respond to a given user query, the 
local module will request other modules for help, as described in the next section. 
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4. A DN-Based Distributed Architecture 

In the proposed architecture, indexing and searching services are distributed. The 
basic operating units (modules) perform indexing and searching in collaboration with 
each other. Each module has its own indexing scope, local IB, and indexing robot. 
The indexing scope is defined when the module is configured, and reconfigurations 
may be performed anytime by the system administrator, and the indexing robot 
continually works to keep the local IB up to date in the given scope. Modules can 
share workload and storage space where there are intersections between their scopes. 

External users request search services to the system as a whole, not to an individual 
module. To start a search session, the user contacts the system and a mobile code 
component is transferred to the client station (typically to run on a Web browser). 
This component implements the necessary functions for search scope specification, 
user interaction and communication with system modules, as illustrated in Figure 2. 

System 

Other 
Modules 

Module 

] 

Information Broker 

IR Module 

T 

Active component 
of the interface 

User 
Requests 

J 
I User Interaction 

I Search ] Result 
preparation]l handling 

T 
Comunication with I 

System Modules 

Indexing Robot 

Fig. 2: Structure of a Sytem Module and of the client station mobile code component. 

If the indexing scope of the module that is responding to the user at a given time is not 
enough to cover the search scope specified by the user, then the module interacts with 
other modules to try to find a combination of scopes that suffices. This is done 
through the Information Broker component. 
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The Information Broker knows about the existence of other modules, and is able to 
locate them, find out about their indexing scopes, and make decisions about which 
ones it should ask for collaboration. To accomplish this task, the Information Broker 
needs not only to know the scopes of other modules, but also to be able to operate on 
their representations to find a scope composition that matches or approximates the 
selected scope. An algebra of Web Views is therefore needed. A simple version of 
such algebra is outlined below, which shows how relations of inclusion between Web 
Views can be verified. The remainder of this section discusses how this algebra is 
used for building and storing indexes, and for searching IBs in the proposed 
architecture. 

4.1. Relations of Inclusion between Web Views 

Before considering Web Views, it is necessary to define relations of inclusion 
between DNs. This is done in Definition 7. 

Definition 7: Relations of Inclusion between DNs. 
Given two DNs nl and n2, nl _c n2 (nl is included in n2) iff (if, and only if) 

(Vp)((p e n0 ---> (p e n2)), where p is a Web page. 

This article considers only relations of inclusion between DNs of the same type. Each 
case is commented below. 

Inclusion between DNGLs 
A DNGL can be reduced to a pair of geographical coordinates associated to 
a radius in Km. Therefore, Definition 6 may be verified for DNGLs by using 
concepts of plain geometry. 

Inclusion between DNNLs 
A DNNL can be reduced to an IP address mask (namely, of the form a.b.c.d, 
a.b.c.*, a.b.*, a.*, or *). So, it suffices to check whether a given address mask 
represents a subnet of the other. 

Inclusion between DNHTLs 
DNHTLs are based on the length of hypertext paths between pages. 
Therefore, given two DNHTLs nl and n2, nl c n2 if the set of links present 
in the reference document of n~ is a subset of those present in the reference 
document of n2, and the radius of n~ is less than or equal to the radius of n2. 

Inclusion between DNCs 
Two reference documents with DDC equal to zero from each other are 
regarded as in the same point in a DDC space. Therefore, given two DDCs 
n~ and n2, nl c nz if their reference documents have DDC zero from each 
other and the radius of nl is less than or equal to the radius of n2. 
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Two types of  DN composition are considered: conjunctive and disjunctive. 
Conjunctive DNs are built by operating sequences of  DNs with the boolean AND (^). 

Accordingly, disjunctive DNs are built with the boolean OR (v). 

Inclusion between Conjunctive DN Compositions 
Given two conjunctive DN compositions C1 and C2, 
where C1 = (Vl ^ vz ^ ... ^ vm) and C2 = (wl ^ We ^ ... ^ w.), 

Cz G Cl if (~?'Vi)(3Wj)(W j C: Vi) , 1 < i _< m, 1 < j  < n. 

Inclusion between Disjunctive DN Compositions 
Given two disjunctive DN compositions C1 and C2, 
where C1 = (vl v v2 v ... v Vn0 and C2 = (wl v w2 v ... v w,), 

C2 c C1 if (Vwj)(3vi)(wj c vi), 1 < i _< m, 1 < j  < n. 

As Web Views may incorporate a set of  restrictions 3 on Web Pages, a comparability 
criterion is needed. 

Comparability between Sets of Restrictions on Web Pages 
Given two sets of  restrictions on Web pages R1 and R2, 
where R1 = {q(al), rt(a2) ..... q(a.)} and R2 = {r2(al), r2(a2) ..... r2(an)}, 
with n equal to the number of  attributes of  a page representation, 
and ri(aj) = ~ indicating that the ' se t  Ri does not impose restrictions to 
attribute aj, 
and ql and q2 the number of  non-e restrictions in Rl and R2 respectively, 

Ri and R2 are comparable if: 

(case ql = q2) q(aj) = r2(aj), 1 < j  < n; 

(case qt < q2) (rl(aj) r E) ---> (q(aj) = r2(aj)), 1 < j  < n. 

A set of  restrictions on pages R~ is "more restrictive than another" set R2 iff 
they are comparable and ql > q2. 

Finally, relations of  inclusion between two Web Views can be defined. 

Inclusion between Web Views 
Given two Web Views V~ and V2, 
where V1 = (C~, R 0  and V2 = (C2, R2), Ct and C2 are DN compositions, and 
R~ and R2 are sets of  restrictions on pages, 
Vj c_ V2 if (C1 _c Cz) and ((Rl = R2) or (Rl is more restrictive than R2)). 

Figure 3 illustrates the existence of  a relation of  inclusion between the indexing 
scopes of  two modules. In this case, the scope of  module MI is included in the scope 
of  module M2. 

3 These restrictions were introduced in Definition 6. 
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Web 
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. . . . . . . . . . . .  

0 0 
Fig. 3: Two modules with indexing scopes related by inclusion. 

The simplified version of the algebra presented above provides for a sound 

framework to identify inclusions between Web Views. That is, if it states that a given 
Web View is included in another, then it actually is. However, the definition of this 
algebra still incorporates restrictions that affect its completeness. This means there 
may be inclusions that the algebra is not able to identify (e.g., a Web View for all 

pages written in German, and anoter for all pages in the subnet 129.217.128. * - The 
algebra just presented cannot determine whether there is an inclusion relation between 
these two Web Views). Despite this current limitation, the usability of the architecture 
is preserved because inclusion relations are used in the search for cooperating 
modules. If none is found (the worst case), the scope of the local module can still be 
altered to cover the desired Web View, or a part of it. 

4.2. Building Distributed Indexes 

Each system module has its own indexing scope defined as a Web View by the local 
management person. The installation of local and regional modules constitutes an 
alternative to the global centralized indexing strategy, and contributes to saving 
network bandwidth and Web servers workload. 

The exchange of processed indexes between robots avoids redundant indexing efforts. 
That is, if two robots are able to identify a relation of inclusion between their scopes, 
they can establish a cooperation to do the indexing. A simple way to do this is by 
assigning one robot as a user of the other's IB. Other load balancing strategies may be 
negotiated between them. 

The exchange of indexes also applies to the interaction between robots and Web sites. 
That is, if all robot requests to a Web site are for indexes and indexes updates, then 
there will be less workload to this Web site, as opposed to the robots requesting all 
the pages repeatedly. On the robots side, there will also be savings in time and 
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workload as they will not have to retrieve many documents and work on them to 
extract indexes, 

4.3. Storing Distributed Indexes 

Beyond avoiding duplicated (or multiplied) indexing efforts, modules with relations 
of inclusion between the scopes may share stored indexes. As in the example above, 
one of the modules may become client of the other when shared scopes are concerned. 
This strategy obviously imposes higher costs in processing searches, but may be an 
alternative for storage space limitations. 

Keeping replicated copies may still be convenient to speed up processing of search 
requests. However this does not conflict with the sharing of indexing efforts. One 
module may do the indexing and the other only makes periodic copies of the stored 
indexes. This way, modules can share indexing efforts and still keep duplicated copies 
of indexes to enhance search performance. 

4.4. Searching in Distributed IBs 

In the beginning of a search session, the user formulates a search scope using the 
active component of the interface, running in his/her station. This component then 
negotiates with the module that is responding at the moment to decide which known 
module, or set of modules, is the best to deal with the formulated scope. 

Three situations may arise from this negotiation: (a) one module is found to have an 
index that covers the entire requested scope; (b) a set of modules is found to suffice; 
(c) no known set of modules is found to suffice. Case (a) is trivial, and allows the 
search session to go on with requests to only one index server. Case (b) implies the 
need to solve the problem in cooperation with other servers, therefore with additional 
communication and processing costs [Amsaleg, 1996]. In case (c), the system 
negotiates with the user the provision of searches in part of the given scope, or the 
reformulation of the given scope. 

4.5. Scalability and Interoperability Issues 

Two basic contributions towards scalability are reflected in the structure of the 
proposed architecture: to avoid redundant work for indexing and to avoid 
uncontrolled index replication between IBs. 

The way indexing robots generally work, to keep a global index up-to-date with a 
maximum revisiting period of one month means retrieving again the contents of every 
existing Web document every month. This would clearly demand excessive 
processing power, network bandwidth and storage space in the indexing site. If many 
sites decide to do the same, this would cause excessive network traffic to do 
redundant work. 
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Our architecture provides a means to rationalize Web indexing and searching by 
allowing modules to share indexing workload and storage space for IBs. We defined 
relations of inclusion between scopes that allow formal manipulation of scopes to 
support collaboration decisions both in indexing and in searching tasks. 

We also seek interoperability between systems. We are presently analyzing a CORBA 
[Mowbray and Zahavi, 1995] interface alternative to exchange index information. 
Through this interface, we expect to make available to other systems information from 
our architecture modules available to other systems, and also to be able to use 
external Web indexing and searching systems as index providers. 

5. Prototype Implementation, Tests and C o n c l u s i o n s  

There is one version of the prototype in operation and two other versions under 
development for different platforms. The operating version runs in the Solaris 
Operating System on a Sun Workstation, and uses a relational DBMS to store 
indexes. The indexing robot and the mobile code based active interface component 
are written in Java [Flanagan, 1996]. 

An instance module with the scope of the Brazilian Internet is publicly accessible at 
http://www.di.ufpe.br/-pfg/bright.html. The interface available at the moment is based 
on keyword search by exact matching. Its active part is a Java applet that runs on a 
Web browser in the client machine. Web hypertext hierarchies are visible to the user, 
who can choose to expand the results of a search by recursively looking into links to 
other pages without actually retrieving the full documents. 

The other versions under development are for Solaris/Sun with an object oriented 
database, and for Windows NT/Pentium with a relational database. The programming 
language chosen for the application was Java, mostly for portability and object 
orientation reasons. The platform chosen for communication between modules is Java 
RMI [Sun, 1996]. 

To provide independence from particular databases, we chose the ODBC [Microsoft, 
1994] framework for interaction between the application and the database. To account 
for interoperability, ROJ [Sommers, 1996] is under consideration for the prototype, as 
it provides integration between RMI and CORBA. 

The proposed DN-based partitioning scheme for the Web allows the definition of 
indexing scopes that focus on combinations of geographic, network, and/or hypertext 
regions as well as on document contents. Individual users may install an indexing 
module to enhance search efficiency in their i'ocus of interest. Their local indexes will 
then be smaller, faster, more specific and up-to-date than global general-purpose 
indexes. Network managers may choose to install shared indexing modules with the 
same objectives in mind for local users. Using this architecture, their sites/networks 
should be visited by robots for index requests only; these indexes would be up-to- 
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date, so local information would me more .efficiently published; and there would be 
savings in network bandwidth and processing load. 

Therefore, the partitioning scheme makes possible and feasible to set up local 
indexing modules for specific purposes and tailored to the local resource availability. 
The distributed architecture allows local modules to access a global distributed index 
by working in cooperation with other modules. These objectives are achieved with 
general cost savings for the Web, by reducing global network traffic, processing load 
and storage space. 
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